**Two in Two Ropes — Side-by-Side (360)**

**Cues:** ready • set • go • swing and turn • back jump • lift and turn • front jump

1. Partners stand shoulder-to-shoulder as in Two in Two Ropes — Side-by-Side (Basic Jump).
2. One partner calls “Ready, Set, Go,” and both swing the ropes up from behind on “Go.”
3. As the ropes come down to their feet, both partners turn toward each other (Partner A turns counter-clockwise and Partner B turns clockwise) and continue toward the back, swinging the ropes between them.
4. Facing back, the partners lift the ropes up and bring them down behind their feet for a backward jump.
5. Partners keep turning away from each other toward the front, lifting the ropes up high and bringing them down to their toes in front.
6. Repeat Steps 1–5. Add a jump at the end.
7. Repeat Steps 1–5. Add a jump at the beginning.

**Tips:** See tips for Two in Two Ropes — Side-by-Side (Basic Jump) and Two in One Rope — Side-by-Side (Full Turn). The motion is similar to a 360 with a single rope.